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“What time is it right now? When is midnight? Why is it
called midnight? When is midday or noon? What does
afternoon mean? When we say it is six o’clock, that means
six hours have passed since midnight or noon. O’clock means

“of the clock”. Why is it important to know the time?”

•  Use Teacher Talk to stimulate discussion of topic.

•  Develop research skills based on this topic.

•  Use Table of Contents to locate specific information.

•  Refer to Glossary to clarify basic concepts.

•  Identify compound words throughout text.

•  Understand prefix – meaning middle:  mid midnight  midday

•  Notice numbers written as words.

•  Identify silent initial letters:  know  hour

•  Promote drama, writing or art as follow-up activities.

•   Find learning resources to extend and reinforce the literacy 

strategies in this title @ redrocketreaders.com
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Thousands of years ago, cave people knew about time. 

The sun and the stars were their clocks. At sunrise, 

they knew it was time to get out of bed. They could tell 

it was midday when the sun was overhead. At sunset, 

the sun told them it was time to go back to bed.
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Night started with the sunset. By watching the 

stars in the sky, people knew when it was early at 

night. They could tell when it was near midnight 

and when it was nearly morning.
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